
Jokes for kids
We use our senses to communicate, so how do children communicate if they can’t see? How do blind 
children read? This fun game explores using braille to crack the coded punch lines to five child-friendly jokes. 
Your class can then find out about how the fifteen-year-old Louis Braille invented braille.

introduction

Discussion: How did it feel to ‘see’ with your fingers? Introduce your class to braille by reading the 
‘Jokes For Kids – Factsheet’. 

• Ask your class to sit on the floor in a circle. 

• Pick one child to start, and give him or her a plastic animal in a thick fabric bag. 

• Ask them to put their hand into the bag and feel the toy without looking!

• The child then has to use just two words to describe the animal to the rest of the class, for example 
‘four legs’. 

• Then the child passes the bag (still without looking inside) to the child next to them. 

• The second child feels the object and uses another two words to describe it for the rest of the class, 
e.g. ‘long neck’. 

• After each new description, the other members of the class can guess what the object might be. 
For example, they might guess toy giraffe or toy horse. 

• Whoever guesses correctly gets to start the game again with a new object in the bag.

• Repeat the game as many times as you like.

Jokes for kids (braille)
Hand out the joke worksheet. Ask your class to use the code key to translate the punch lines. Ask pupils to 
time how many minutes it takes them to complete the task. Points are given on the worksheet for the amount 
of time the task took. 

introductory activity

main activity

 Ask each pupil to write a story about the day Louis Braille met 
Charles Barbier from Louis’ point of view. They can use the details 
in their factsheet to help. 

 Students can make a bar chart to log their points won in this and 
our other code-breaking lessons: ‘Silly Sentences’ and ‘Counting 
on Your Fingers’. Pupils can find out how their new skills in sign 
language, Braille reading and lip reading compare.

 Using the link below to ‘Braille Builder’, ask your class to put their 
own favourite joke punchlines into code. When finished, put these 
up in your classroom for the children to crack.
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find out moreTeaching Ideas: World Braille Day, including an interactive ‘Braille Builder’   
www.teachingideas.co.uk/events/worldbrailleday.htm


